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Garrison Art Center is honored to present ILLUMINATE, works on paper by Meg Hitchcock. This will be 
her first solo exhibition at Garrison Art Center and she will be exhibiting works in both galleries. The 
exhibition will run from September 19 - November 8. Weather permitting, we plan to host an outdoor 
opening reception on September 19 from 5-7pm, following Covid-19 safety protocols. Please check our 
website for any further developments. 
 
ILLUMINATE is an exhibition of three related bodies of work dating from 2008 to the present and 
represents Meg Hitchcock’s lifelong interest in religion, literature, and psychology. Meticulously crafted 
collages that possess a transcendent beauty and reflect an intellectual curiosity reveal a devotional, 
perhaps even obsessive, art practice. Hitchcock identifies as a humanist and an atheist, and how she 
arrived at this actualization required a long process of self-examination and extensive religious 
inquiry.  Brought up in an evangelical home, she realized in her early thirties that living according to a 
rigid religious dogma was not true to who she was, so she left the flock and went in search of a 
replacement to Christianity. Her research lead her to a wide range of religious texts from Bhagavad Gita 
to the Koran and Buddhism. From her extensive readings of the sacred texts, she realized that there is a 
common thread connecting all scripture and that while cultural differences exist, spirituality is universally 
shared. Thus began an art practice born out of this revelation that has nourished and sustained her to this 
day. 
 
Hitchcock’s movement away from evangelicalism coincided with a shift away from figurative work and a 
leap into abstract painting. Years later, abstraction also proved to be an insufficient expression, and 
words became central to her visual language. From her vast collection of sacred texts, she began her 
unorthodox act of cutting letters from one book to form the writings of another in her drawings and 
collages. She refers to this as cross-pollination. Words flow into one another without spaces or 
punctuation, obscuring their literal meaning and recreating common threads among scripture. Rather than 
expressing a single religion, the reconstructed words acknowledge commonality between them. The 
repetitive act of cutting and pasting is a form of meditation for Hitchcock and facilitates her personal 
introspection. She spent ten years working in this format constructing collages based on the convergence 
of sacred texts. 
 
This period was followed by another devotional body of work inspired by a vintage typewriter that 
Hitchcock found in an antique store. Rather than cutting words from books, she experimented with typing 
a single word from scripture over and over again, effectively making the word meaningless. The repetition 
of the word and sound of the typewriter became a mantra. The addition of slight manipulations of color or 
careful placement of the words on a page, accentuated parts of the word to create ambiguities and 
multiple interpretations. Again, she negates the literal meaning of words as a way to seek a universal 
truth. 
 
Her most recent body of work, Illuminated Manuscripts, is a series that combines sacred text with 
painting, drawing, sewing, and burning. Carrying forward her visual vocabulary of collaging with sacred 
text, she introduces painted imagery, patterns from burn marks, and lines created through stitching, as 
she recreates and redefines an ancient tradition. A mature vision of heightened awareness, Meg 
Hitchcock’s glorious works elevate the spirit, challenge our thinking and reinforce her core belief when 
she states: “I find it to be deeply comforting to exchange my belief in God for a trust in humanity.” 
 
Meg Hitchcock lives and works in New York’s Hudson Valley. She received her BFA in painting from the 
San Francisco Art Institute, and studied classical painting in Florence, Italy.  Hitchcock's work has been 
shown in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, London, and Berlin, and reviewed in Art in 
America, artcritical, The New Criterion, Huffington Post, Hyperallergic, and The Daily Beast. Her work was 
included in "State of the Art: Discovering American Art Now" at Crystal Bridges Museum in Arkansas. She 
is currently an MFA Candidate at SUNY Purchase in Purchase, New York. 
 


